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About This Game

Solstice is a dystopian mystery thriller about small personal disasters that turn into great catastrophes.

A magnificent city in the middle of a frozen wasteland, cut off from the world by raging blizzards. Inhabited only by a small
group of misfits, who either can’t or don’t want to leave for the dead winter season.

When the local madman goes missing, an ambitious doctor on a contract and a mysterious young woman, who arrived with the
last dog sled caravan, start questioning the true nature of the city's splendor...
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Fun mini fast game

. Very nice game, i'm enjoying it a lot.. Lovely and somber. The new art is lush and meshes well with the gravity of the story.
Short and to the point. Absolutely worth the money and time.. A delightfully evil action puzzle game. There are a lot of great
details.

There are some downsides. Town layout is not great in some levels, and you can wander around with everyone dead just looking
for the exit. Some areas require more precision than the controls allow, forcing you to lose large numbers of your guys.

Still, for $1, it is great fun for an hour or two. And very friendly evil. I recommend it.. If you like room escape games then you'll
like this.
It's not perfect, there are some typo's in the game, some bugs, but it's worth the price of admission nonetheless.. COOL GAME,
SUCH A FUN!. poop game -_-. It's a thing. The symbol bit was the most thought provoking because there's three different
choices, but two of them give you silver keys where one gives you a 'Interesting Choice' key.

Found this dented gem in a mystery-bundle. Why it was in that bundle is the mystery in and of itself.

Good atmosphere, sad that the music was shortlived, and that the 'Truth' was rather unfulfilling. Good for a laugh if you just do
reactions with the in-game text-to-speech.
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a e i o u. Simple Graphics but insanely deep strategy. Every game I've played multiplayer I've learned a new facet of this game
and have seen a full spectrum of strategies from the other players.

I've had some disconnection issues during games, which sucks. I think that's the worst part of the multiplayer. Try to keep it in
the same region when picking multiplayer games.

As the game gets populated the games should pick up.

I definitely recommend this game.
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Definetly one of the most remarkable strategy games, even nowadays it is one and only. Single player alone is quite easy and
short, but thanks to some missions mods game gains a lot more content. Multiplayer is a great coop joy. Definetly worth picking
it for such a price. Still waiting for a proper sequel.. Has great potential
Needs keybinding option. Wickedly beautiful music and artwork, easily got me hooked and wanted to play nonstoppable.

All the scary cutscene has been shown in this promotion video so I really hope it can give me more thrills.

Sometimes there's no logic in finding stuff.

 Why do you have to find the doctor's name through all that hard work like burning films? I already got his full name when
reading others' email in the game long time ago so it's ridiculous.... Heavily Underated

I will admit, some of the asthetics, like the villagers, are displeasing, but this feels like the logical step for a serious sam sequel
to go in.

Gameplay is almost like the previous games but with a multitude of additional (or apropriately reskinned) enemies with some
old enemies (like the arachnoids) being rebalanced for good measure. The addition of grenades allows combat to be more
"tactical" since they're basically a second rocket launcher and vehicles bring some much needed variation to the combat.

If there is anything to complain about other than the villagers, it would be the new hitscanning enemies and some enemy
spawnings being unfair.

As someone who has spent countless hours playing the first serious sam, I highly recommend this sequel.. I Love it so far. loved
this game got it on sale very challenging even on easy nice graphics alot of strategies just not one to beat each mission would
reccomend it if you want a fast world war 2 game.
really fun vr immersion and great exercise, especially with the Bow. Good enviorments. An enjoyable game with some soul!.
crashes continually. This was a great game, I wish there were more games like it. I started playing this at night before bed and
the calming scenery helped me relax. The game keep on crashing

Sudoku3D 2: The Cube Autosave size and difficalty:
Size and difficalty automatically saved when applied. The next time the game is launched, they will automatically be applied.. 
Fixed ghosts achievements:
Fixed ghosts achievements. Now empty cubes are determined specifically.
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